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Part mortal clay, and part ethereal fire,
Too proud to creep, too humble to aspire;
In vain our Plans of happiness we raise:
Pain is our lot, and patience is our praise
Wealth, birth or honours, Conquest or a Throne
Are, what the wise would fear to call their own,
Health is at best a vain precarious thing,
And fair-faced youth is ever on the wing.
15Tis like the stream, beside whose watry bed
Some blooming plant exalts his flowry head;
Nursed by the wave the spreading branches rise,
Shade all the ground, & blossom to the skies,
The waves the while beneath in secret flow,
And undermine the hollow bank below;
Wide and more wide the waters urge their way,
Bare all the root, and on the fibres prey,
Too late the plant bewails his foolish pride
And sinks untimely in the whelming tide.
But why these thoughts, or what's my death to me?
Few will lament perhaps whene'er it be.
2For those the wretches I despise, or hate,
I neither envy nor enquire their fate.
For me, whene'er almighty Death shall spread
His wings around my unrepineing head,
8I care not tho' this face be seen no more,
The world will pass as chearful as before;
1	"Youth, at the very best, is but the betrayer of human
life in a gentler and smoother manner than age: 'tis like the
stream that nourishes a plant upon a bank, and causes it to
flourish and blossom to the sight, but at the same time is
undermining it at the root in secret."   Pope's Works, vol. vn.
p. 254, 1st edition.   Warburton.   [Mason's note.]
2	" I am not at all uneasy at the thought that many men
whom I never had any esteem for, are likely to enjoy this
world after me." Ibid.   [Mason.]
8 " The morning after my exit the sun will rise as bright as
ever, the flowers smell as sweet, the plants spring as green.1'
Ibid. [Mason.]
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